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0. Introduction and preliminaries 
Let R be a ring with unit and denote by M(R) the category of left R-modules. If 
P is a prime ideal of R then R-P is an m-system. Put T(oR _P) = {left ideals of R 
containing an ideal RsR for some s E R - P}. Thi: filter is obviously the filter of an 
idempotent kernel functor CQ _P onM(R). Kernel functors which are associated to 
a filter having a basis consisting of ideals are said to be symmetric. The above defined 
kernel functor is symmetric and it is sometimes referred to as “the symmetric 
localization at P”. General properties of symmetric localization and of u~__~ in par- 
ticular have been studied extensively by Murdoch and Van Oystaeyen [4, 5 J. 
From now on R will be a left Noetherian ring. In this case, Lambek and Michler 
introduced, cf. [3], the torsion theory up at P as being the kernel functor ~~1~ in- 
duced by the R-module R/P. They also proved that the filter T(uP) of up is the fol- 
lowing: let G(P) = {g E R, rg E P implies r E P} be A.W. Goldie’s multiplicative set 
associated to the prime ideal P of R, then T(uP) = {left ideals A of R such that 
[A : r] n G(P) f 0 for all r E R ). The first step in relating uR _P and aP has been 
made in [S], where it has been proved that uR _P = c$, i.e., uR _P is the largest sym- 
metric kernel functor smaller than up. 
The main problem faced is to determine when up is a symmetric kernel functor. 
Closely related to this is the problem of characterizing kernel functors a~ _ 1) which 
have property (T), discussed by Goldman [2]. 
In case R is left Noetherian and such that R satisfies the left Ore condition with 
respect to G(P) we shall prove that the following statements are equivalent: 
1. R satisfies the left Ore condition with respect o G(P) and CJ~ is a symmetric 
kernel functor. 
2. The kernel functor uR _ P has property (T) and the elements of G(P) map ollt(j 
units of QR _p(R), the ring of quotients of R at oR _ P, under the canonical ring 
homomorphism jR _ P: R -+ & _ p(R). 
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3. The Lambek, Michler torsion theory up has property (T) aind of is restricted, 
in the sense of [5]. It may be useful to point out that, since R is left Noetherian, 
property (T) for an arbitrary idempotent kernel functor u on M(R) is equivalent to 
right exactness of the localization functor Q, on M(R). The latter fact is again equiv- 
alent to “for every A E 7’(u) there may be found a B E T(u) with B C A and B being 
u-projective”. To an idempotent kernel functor u we correspond the set C’(u) =1: 
{left ideals of R, maximal amongst left ideals not in the filter T(u)}. It is well known 
that u is a prime kernel functor if and only if u = rR~A for every A E C’(u), wher ? 
7Rln is the kernel functor induced on M(R) by the R-module R/A. As a consequence 
of the equivalence stated above we are able to find necessary and sufficient condi- 
tions for a symmetric up to be prime, i.e., if up is symmetric then it is prime if and 
only if every R-module R/A, A E C’(o,), induces a symmetric functor ~~/,t. In Sec- 
tion 2, these results, combined with the properties of localization of Azumaya al- 
gebras as expounded by the author in [lo], find an application in the theory of 
primes in algebras over fields. 
1. Relating up and 0R-P 
Let T 2 u be symmetric functors on M(R) and suppose that u has property (7’) 
i.e., u is a T-functor. The canonical ring epimorphism f: R + R/r(R) is a final torsion 
reduction in the sense of [6] if we define the topology in R’ = R/T(R) by the filter 
f(T(u)) = {f(L), L E T(u)}. Note that f(T(u)) is the filter of a symmetric kernel 
functor f(u) on M(R’), because f is surjective. Obviously, if R’-modules are con- 
sidered as R-modules via the homomorphism f then u and f(u) coincide on R’- 
modules. 
Lemma 1. The left ideal Q&(R)) is an ideal of Q,(R) and the unique R-linear map 
fO: Q,(R) + Q*(R’), extending f is a ring homomorphism. 
2. The R-module QJR’) is r-torsion IFee, we have an injective ring homomorphism 
QJR’) - Q,(R)* 
Proof. Consider the following diagram of ring homomorphisms: 
If we equip R/u(R) with the filter nT(u), then all maps in the diagram are open and 
continuous morphisms of topological rings. Now, fz is the unique extension off* 
to Q,(R), ft : Q,(R) -+ &JR‘), hence, it coincides with fo. Since QJR’) is faithfully 
o-injective, the R-linear map R/u(R) f * + R‘- Q,(R’) extends in a unique way 
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to a Q,(R)-linear map Q,(R) -+ QJR’) which is exactly fO. By property (T) for d, it 
follows that Kerf, = O&(R)). Since Q&(R)) = r(Q,(R)) (see also [ 71) it is easily 
verified that Kerf, is an ideal and f, is a ring homomorphism. 
2. From the fact that Kerf, = r(Q,(R)) it follows directly by the surjectivity off, 
that Q,(R’) is T-torsion free; an injective homomorphism &(R’)L~ Q,(R) results. 
Let P be a prime ideal of R. The Lambek-Mchler torsion theory up is defined 
by the filter T(q), 
7’(q) = {L left ideal of R, [L : Y] n G(P) # 8 for all Y E R} , 
while the symmetric CJ~_~ associated to the nz-system R-P is defined by the filter 
T(oR _p), T(uR _p) = {L left ideal of R, L contains an ideal of R which contains an 
element of R - P). In [S] it was proved that uR _P = c$. The elements of G(f) are 
said to be units in Q,(R) if the elements of j,(G(P)) are units in Q,(R), where i, is 
the canonical ring homomorphism i,.,: R + Q,(R). 
Theorem 2. l%e following statements are equivalent: 
1. up is symmetric and R satisfies the left Ore condition with respect to G(P); 
2. uR _p is a T-fnnctor such that the elements of G(P) are units in QR _ p(R), the 
ring of quotients at OR _ P. 
Proof. Assume 1. Let g E G(P) and consider the left ideal Rg. Now, [Rg: r] (7 G(P) 
# @ for every r ER, is equivalent o the fact that for every g E G(P), r E R there 
exists r’ E R, g’ E G(P) such that g’r = r’g. Hence, since R satisfies the left Ore condi- 
tion with respect o G(P), it follows that Rg E T(up) for every g E G(P). Therefore 
up is a T-functor, since every q-open left ideal contains a uP-projective left ideal Rg, 
for some g E G(P). Since up is symmetric we have uR __ P = u! = up and thus OR .__ p
is a SyINIIetriC T-functor. Property T for oR _p implies QR __ p(R) I’R _ p(g) = QK _ p(R) 
for every g E G(P) and thus the elements ofiR _ p(G(P)) are units in QR _ p(R). 
Conversely, let us assume 2. Consider the following diagram of surjective ring homo- 
morphisms: 
R\f 
77 
I 
LR/up(R) = R’ . 
RIUR -pW 
By the lemma, f* extends in a unique way to a ring homomorphism fR _ /‘: QR ._ p(R) 
+ QR _ p(R’) Since jR __ p(G(P)) consists of elements which are invertible in QR __p, 
the elements of fR _P~R _p(G(P)) are units of QR _ p. Obviously fR __ pj~ __ p CO- 
incides with j; hence f(G(f)) consists of units of Q,,(R’). Note that f(G(P)) = 
G( f(P)). Thus left ideals R’g’ with g’ f G( f(P)) extend to Qop(R’)g’ = Qop(R’), 
therefore there is an L E Tlup) such that L l 1 C R’g’ and this yields R’g’ E T(af(p$. 
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Therefore R’ satisfies the left Ore condition with respect o G(f(P)) and afrp) has 
property T. Then, pick y1 E R, g1 E G(P). By the foregoing, there exist g2 E G(P), 
r2ER such that f2y1 - r2gl E up(R). Thus L(g2rI-- r2gl) = 0 for some L E flop), 
i.e., g(g2rI- r2gI) = 0 for :+ome g E G(P). However, gg2 E G(P) implies that R satis- 
fies the left Ore condition with respect to G(P) and up is a T-functor. Moreover, I E 
QR _ p(R) jR _ p(Rg) yields Rg E T(~R _P), (using property T for OR __& Finally, 
the left ideals Rg, g E G(P), form a basis for 7’(cP) because R satisfies the left Ore 
condition with respect to G(P), therefore T(oR _p) = T(q). 
Recall, cf. [S], that a kernel functor u is said to be restricted if u is symmetric 
and if for every 
A E C’(u) = {left ideals of R maximal among u-closed left ideals} 
we have that [,4 :R] E C(u) = {ideals of R maximal among u-closed ideals}. Clearly, 
uR _ P is restricted if and only if P = n {A, A e C’(u) ). Let r be an arbitrary sym- 
metric kernel functor on M(R) and consider f: R -+ R/7(R). On R’ = R/r(R) we de- 
fine a symmetric kernel functorf(7) by the filterf7’(7), then: 
Lemma 3. The symmetric kernel functor T is restricted if and only if f(7) is restricted. 
Proof. The ring epimorphism f :R, T(7) + R’,fT@) is open and continuous, hence j’ 
is a final torsion reduction (cf. [6]) and then f-l sets up a one-to-one correspon- 
dence between C’(T), C(T) and C’(f(7)), C(f(7)) respectively (cf. lot. cit.), proving 
the lemma. 
Proposition 4. Equialalently: 
1. R satisfies the left Ore condition with respect to G(P) and up is symmetric; 
2. up is a restricted T-functor. 
Proof. First, if up is symmetric then up = uR_p and up’ =f(op) = URD_P~ where P’ 
= f(P). The left Ore condition for R with respect o G(P) is equivalent to the left 
Ore condition for R’ with respect o G(P’) =f(G(P)). Thus it follows that P’e = 
Qap.(R’) P’ is the Jacobson radical of Q. ,(R’) and therefore P’e = n (A’e,A’ N”(up)}. 
Note that w make use here of the fact t R at maximal left ideals of Qop,(R’) corre- 
spond one-to-one to elements of C’(c+n); this is true because uyf is a symmetric T- 
functor. By contraction to R’, we obtain P’ = n {A’, A’ E C’(+-y)} or up! is restricted 
and Lemma 3 finishes the proof of the implication 1 * 2. 
Conversely, since restricted implies symmetric, we only have to show that R satisfies 
the left Ore condition with respect o G(P). Since uR _P = gp has property (T), the 
elements of c’(crp) correspond one-to-one to maximal left ideals of Qap(R), there- 
fore P = n (A, A E C’(uP)) implies that Pe = PQOJR) is the Jacobson radical of 
Q,(R). It is well-known, cf. [3], that this yields the left Ore condition for R with 
respect o G(P). 
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Corollary 5. If oR _p is a T-functor such that the elements of G(P) are units in QR _ p 
then aR _ p is restricted. 
Theorem 6. Let OR _ p be a T-functor such that the elements of G(P) are units in 
QR - p@l then 0~ - p is a prime kernel functor if and on& if all kernel frtnctors TR/A 
induced by the supporting modules R/A for OR _p, A E C’(OR _ p), are symmetric 
kernel functors. 
Proof. In general, OR _p = inf{q?,A ,A EC’(aR_p)). If o&p is prime then every 
TR/A coincides with OR _p and SO, TR/A is symmetric for all A E C’(UR _p). Con- 
VerSdy, let 7RjA be Symmetric for every A E c’(& _p). Corollary 5 yields that OR _ P 
is restricted, hence every OR _p-critical ideal A E c’(oR __ p) contains P. Suppose that 
LX C P for some x 4 P, L E T(TR/A ). Since rR/A is symmetric, L may be chosen to 
be an ideal and then L C P or P E T(~RIA ) follows. The latter however contradicts 
A z>P and A 4 T(~R,A). Thus R/P is 7R/A -torsion free, TR/A < rR/p. To prove the 
other inequality, suppose that [I* C A for some ideal I E flq?lp) and JJ $ A. Hence 
I(A+R_v) C A, but A + Ry E T(T~I~) and because 7R/p = uu = OR _p is symmetric 
we have that I(A +Ry) E T(T~I~) hence also A is q?/p-open. But, TR _p being sym- 
metric, this yields that [A: R] = P E T(T~,~) contradiction. Thus R/A is q&orsion 
free, entailing TR/A > 7RIP. Finally, rRIA = TR/p for every A E c’(oR __ p) = C’(q) 
yields the fact that 0R-P is prime. 
Remark. If OR _p is a T-functor such that G(P) consists of invertible elements of 
QR -p(R) then every A E C’(O, _ p) is a prime left ideal, and A E C’(uR __p) if and 
only if A is maximal in the set of left ideals of R which do not intersect the multi- 
plicative set G(P).’ 
Proposition 7. Let R be a left Noetherian ring satisfying the left Ore condition with 
respect to G(P) = R - P f. or some completely prime ideal P of R. If up is symmetric 
then it is a prime kernel ftrnctor. 
Proof. Proposition 4 entails that [A:R] = P for every A E C’(up). If Lx C P for 
some x 4 P, then, because P is completely prime, L C P follows. As before, it foi- 
lows that R/P is 7R/A -torsion free and TRiA < TRIP. The other inequality may be 
proved as in Theorem 6 (a shorter proof follows from the above remark). Again 
TR/p = TR/A for all A E C’(0,) yields that up is prime. 
2. Consequences in the theory of primes in algebras over fields 
Let K be a field and let 9 be a place of K with valuation ring OK, maximal ideal 
MK and residue field k. Let A be a K-algebra (with unit) and let .4’ be a subring of 
,4 such that A’ f~ K = OK. Let B be a k-algebra. A surjective ring homomorphism 
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p:A’ -+B such that $10, = cp, i.e., Ker $ n K = &, defines a ppseudo-place of A/K, 
denoted by (A’, $,B) or simply $ if confusion is excluded. A pseudo-place ofA/K 
is said to be unramified if [A : K] = [B: k] < 00. It has been shown in [8] that, if + is 
unramified then A is a K-central simple algebra (skew field) if B is a k-central simple 
algebra (skew field). Moreover, if rl, is a pseudo-place of the K-central simple al;;ebra 
A such that B is k-central simple, then I,& is unramified if and only if A’ is an Azumaya 
algebra with center OK. Summarizing facts about localization of Azumaya algebras, 
stemming from [ 1 Oj we get: 
Lemma 8. Let R be an Azumaya algebra with ten ter C, then : 
t . R is o-perfect for every symmetric CJ having properry (T); 
2. For every ptime ideal P of R, 0R-p has property (T); 
3. If R is left Noetherian then, for every prime ideal P, R satisfies the left Ore 
condition with respect to G(P). Moreover, the Lambek, Michler torsion theory op 
at P has property (T) and o,~ is symmetric. 
The proof is LJmitted here because the techniques involved are inherent o the 
structure of Azumaya lgebras, and thus rather irrelevant at this point. It may be 
useful, however, to recall that R is said to be u-perfect if every ideal A $! T(a) is such 
that the extended Ae = Q,(R)A is an ideal of Q,(R). In particular, 2. implies that Pe 
is an ideal of QR_p(R). The combination of Lemma 8, Theorem 2 and Proposition 7 
yields directly: 
Proposition 9. Let R be a left Noetherian AzurnaJta algebra then, for every complete- 
ly prime ideal P of R we have that CJ~ is a (symmetvic) prime fimctor having property 
(T). 17ze lements of’R - P map onto invertible elements QR -p(R). 
Suppose, in the sequel, that $ is an unramified pseudo-place of A/K such that B 
is a k-central skew field. From the general theory of pseudo-places, cf. [8], it derives 
that A’ is a free OK-module of finite rank [AX]. Since JI is unramified, A’ is an 
Azumaya algebra with center OK. Let I be the residue field of a place ql of K such 
that k is residue field of a place q2 of 1. Then there is a symmetric functor u having 
property (T) such that there exists an unramified pseudo-place (@,(A’), Jlo, B,) for 
which B, is l-central simple, cf. [8] . The valuation ring 0, = Q,cA’) n K can be ob- 
tained from OK by localization at the multiplicative set OK-p0 for some prime 
ideal p. of OK ccrxsponding to u and pa C MK. Put Pp = A; . Then it is easily 
verified that a is the symmetric kernel functor on M(A ) assoc:ated with the ITz-system 
A’-& Although PK = Ker $ is a completely pripe ideal, it does not necessarily 
follow that Ker & is also completely prime. The following proposition expresses a 
necessary condition in terms of u for Ker & to be completely prime. 
Proposition 10. With the filregoing notations and conventions wc hatie that each of 
the following equivalent conditions: 
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1. B, is a skew j?V; 
2. Ker & is completely prime; 
3. PO is completely prime; 
4. ii/ is a specialization of $ (3 as a pseudo-place ; 
implies that the finctor 7 induced by A’IP, is prime. 
Proof. By definition of J/,, Ker $a = Q,(PJ. The equivalence 1 * 2 is obvious. Sup- 
pose that Q,(P,) is completely prime and let xy E PO with x, y E/I’. Then PO C 
Qo(PO) implies that x or y is in Qa(Po), hence there exists a C E T(a) such that CX 
or Cy is contained in Pa. However C C P, would contradict P, 4 T(a), whence: x or 
y is in P0 and P, is completely prime in A’ proving the implication 2 * 3. Conversely, 
if PO is completely prime and if xy E Q,CP,) with x,y E &(A’) then we may find 
ideals Cl, C’, E T(U) such that Cl x C A’ and C2.v C A’. Put Ci) = Ci n OK, i = 1, 2. 
Since A’ is an Azumaya algebra with center OK, the ideals C, and C, are generated 
(as left ideals of A ‘) by C; anti C; respectively. Thus C; xC;y C Q,(P,) n A ’ = P,. 
If there is a c E Ci such that C-V $ P0 then C; xcy C PO yields Ci x C P,, C, x C P, 
and thus x E PO follows. If such a c E C; does not exist then Ciy C PO yields C,y 
C PO or y E PO. The proof of 4 * 1 follows from the observation that, since $ and 
$, are both unramified, the fact that $ is a specialization of $, yields that there 
exists an unramified pseudo-place of &_,/I with residue algebra B. Then, B being a 
skew field, B, has to be a skew field too. Conversely, suppose that R, is a skew field. 
Suppose that there is an element x E Q,(P,) - PK. Then if x 4 A’ it follows that 
X - 1 E A’ because an unramified $ such that B is a skew field is necessarily dcKined 
on a (noncummutative) valuation ring. But in that case, if C E T( 0) is such that Cx 
C P, C PK then CC PO x-l C Pa contradicts Pa q T(a). On the other hand if x E A’ 
then x 6%’ n Q,(PO) = PO and this would contradict x 4 PK. Finally, this shows 
that we are in the following situation: 
proving that $ is a specialization of $. Take B E C’(7) containing P,. Then 7 < 
7/1l/B. Suppose that there is an FE A /PO such that LF = 0 for some I E T(rA $. 
Hence Ix C P0 for some x E.F. Now 3. implies that / CPo, entailing that B E T,,~‘I~~, 
contradiction. Thus A’/PO is q#/B’torsion free or T&/B < 7, hence 7 is prime. 
Corollary 11. Since Ker !If and Ker q0 are unramified primes of A/K irr the termirl- 
ology of [9 ] , the foregoirzg proposition relates the zruramified primes of A lk’ which 
specialize to Ker q, to prime kernel frtllctors OH iIf( where A’ defirles @. 
Remark. If A’ is left Noetherian then P, = P follows, then also r is the Lambek- 
Michler torsion theory at P and it is symmetric, thus in that case CT = T ;s prime. 
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